Personal Voices
an exhibition by the
Breakaway Textile Group
at Nantwich Digital Museum
The Breakaway Textile group was formed in 2010 by a group of creative textile and
stitch students whose course at a local college had come to an end. There are
currently 12 members who come from all parts of Cheshire and one from
Staffordshire. Varying in age and experience, all members enjoy stitch and have
developed a high level of skill and creativity. The group includes those who have
tutored and taught textile courses and all belong either to the Embroiderers’ Guild or
the Quilters’ Guild. Members are constantly excited and stimulated to produce
imaginative textiles, stitching onto a variety of materials including paper, fabric and
recycled products. Hand and free machine embroidery are equally valued and many of
the group also work with mixed media.
Each of the twelve members of the group has produced work which showcases their
own personal styles and inspiration to produce an exciting range of work.

Jan Aldersay
‘MEET ME AT THE MUSEUM’
Most people take photos when on
holiday or travelling and many of mine
have been taken in museums and
galleries around the world. I choose
photos to supply motifs used to
develop and create small
embroideries.

Bird motif on a woven basket based on photo taken at
the National Museum of the American Indian, New
York, USA

Technique: Various threads were
wrapped and woven around an open
wire frame. Free machine embroidery
was then worked over these threads to
build up a motif and background at the
same time. Hand stitches were worked
onto the background to create texture
and further machine embroidery was
then used to integrate all the
elements. This technique creates a
unique fabric created from threads.

Ruth Axson
Indigo Fragments
Using many different types of preloved fabrics which were faded
and yellowed with age and often
stained, I dipped them into the
alchemy of an Indigo dye bath.
This converted a heap of very sad
looking fabric into shades of a
beautiful blue. There were many
tiny jewels of fabric pieces which
were mostly scraps and off-cuts
handed down through generations
of my family.

Stitched and stitched again

Ellie Beharrell
My surroundings feature hedges and
hedgerows. As I sit at my sewing machine I
see the hawthorn hedge bounding our
garden and the mixed field hedgerows
beyond. I can enjoy this scene through the
seasons. My theme for Personal Voices soon
became Hawthorn and Hedgerows.
I have loved textiles for as long as I can
remember. My mother was a skilled
dressmaker and it began when I grew up
amongst fabric and thread. I am a member of
the Embroiderers’ and the Quilters’ Guild,
and enjoy workshops and visiting exhibitions.
As the name of this piece suggests, a field
hedge can often appear a tangle of branches,
spikes and leaves. This is my machine stitched
interpretation of just that.

Tangled

Rosemarie Capper
I like to focus on simple shapes and geometric
patterns and these elements feature in my
interpretation of herbs, using appliqué and
piecing techniques, machine quilting and hand
embroidery.
Herbs
From the familiar to the lesser known, herbs
have been used throughout the ages in every
culture for flavouring, medicine or perfume.
I like to focus on simple shapes and geometric
patterns and these elements feature in my
interpretation of herbs.

Meadowsweet: A lesser known herb, used
in the past as a painkiller.

Elaine Cormick
This work represents a continuing
awareness of the pollution of our
beaches and seas with discarded and
washed up plastic.
This is just a minute fraction of
plastic fragments and fishing lines
discarded at the high-water mark at
Newborough Beach, Anglesey – a
beautiful and much-loved area which
we regularly visit and have known
for over forty years.
The work is supported on a firm
felted background with a lighter prefelt
and space dyed muslin top layer.
Stitched Suffolk Puffs and small solid
forms have been “trapped” under
the two top layers, representing the
variety of life in rock pools. Stitches
have been used to suggest
movement of seaweed and water.

Plastic Fragments

Norma Dabrowski
A very green, Green Man

A Green Man throughout the ages has
symbolised the importance of nature to
us all. It can be a harbinger of Spring and
sometimes a reminder of the passing of
time. Although a little sinister, they have
held a fascination for many sculptors
and artists.
Mono printed leaves, felt, hand and
machine stitch.

Ruth Dalby
I am intrigued by the constancy of the role that
women play in family life. I inherited a quantity
of old embroidered fabrics and have assembled
sections of these to form the piece Maternal
Lines 1. This is partly a homage to the female
line from my great, great grandmother but also
is a way of interweaving their stories; the
stories of births, deaths and mutual caring. The
portions of embroidery come from practical
items stitched for a trousseau and examples of
beautiful homely work. As I have pieced them
together with a variety of simple stitches, I have
relived their stories in my mind, tales of
strength and love, to and fro across the
generations. I have added collar studs, a
military button and other ephemera to ensure
that the men of the family are also represented.
The line of running stitch demonstrates the love
that has and still does, travel between the
generations.

Maternal Lines 1

Judy Fairless
I am primarily a contemporary quilt maker. This quilt,
has been inspired by the words of a close friend, Ann
Jay, who writes poetry. If you like, it is a collaboration
of two personal voices. Ann, a retired GP, volunteers
at a hospice run by a multi-faith community and her
poems relate to that place and her responses to it.
I took her colourful visual imagery as my starting point
and have added her words in the background of each
quilt.
“Omens” refers to the peacock which is considered a
symbol of good luck by the Hindu. The hospice was
founded by Guru Subramanium.
It has been impossible for me to translate all of Ann’s
words, but I hope the combination of my visual
images with her written ones will convey some of her
intentions. Working in such a pictorial way has been a
big challenge for me.

Omens

Sue Jones
This work reflects my love
of flowers, leaves and
natural forms. It includes
hand and machine
embroidery and
demonstrates my interest in
all aspects of textile work.

These three-dimensional
auriculas are machine
embroidered onto vintage
cotton fabric using a variety
of threads. The flowers and
leaves are worked
individually then wired
together. The piece was
inspired by the work of
Corrine Young.

Auriculas

Sally Read
My Inspiration
As a keen amateur photographer, I like
to use my own photographs as a
starting point for my textile work.

Fragmented Landscape

Fragmented Landscape
At a session of one of my photographic
groups I took a print of a landscape,
deconstructed and reassembled it
before photographing the result. The
new image was then processed using
photo editing software.
I was pleased with the result and for
some time I have wanted to create a
more abstract textile piece so I printed
it onto cotton fabric. This was then
worked into with different embroidery
stitches, layered with net before adding
more embroidery.

Ruth Turner

Blues, inspired by Shelley Rhodes
I first heard Shelley talk at Chelford EG later she came and presented
a workshop to Breakaway, although I completed my piece it was not
truly a ‘Shelley Rhodes’ style. At a further workshop I made my
‘Blues’ composition and completed a further two to make a trio.

I am involved with my
personal development
through the exploration
of textiles and fibre and
am a member of several
textile groups. I enjoy
the stimulation of
workshops, listening to
textile artists’
presentations and
exhibitions. The work
shown at this exhibition
has been inspired and
worked on at workshops
and finished later at
home.

